Rules & Regulations
Polish School Altogether Association
Main Regulations:
1. Aim, name and address
➢ The aim of the Polish School in Dublin Altogether is running Monday to Sunday
school for Polish children to support the development of Polish education, preserving
and strengthening patriotic awareness, Polish traditions, culture and loyalty to the
cause of independence.
➢ Name of the schools is “Polska Szkola Altogether”
➢ Address of the school: 41 Dominick Street Lower, Dublin 1
2. The School is financed by the parents of the children, additional grants and other financial
support the school receives.
All income is used to finance any needs that may arise with regards to running the school.
3. Legal documents that regulate the school are the following documents: Status and Rules &
Regulations. Both documents must be compliant with the existing Irish law and reflecting the
supplementary education of the primary school according to the Ministry of education in
Poland.
4. For all the educational, administrative, financial matters the person responsible is the
School Principal.
5. Admissions
The school accepts applications from Polish children currently studying and living in the
Republic of Ireland between the age of 5-13 years old.
6. Fees
Monthly fees are regulated and posted on the website by 31st May of each year.
Parents are obliged to pay for students books, workbooks and supplementary educational
materials such as stationary.

7. DISCIPLINE:
One of the most important aspects of education is discipline which should eventually be
internalized. Discipline is the training that develops self-control, orderliness, efficiency and
character.
Basic to all discipline is the principal of respect - respect for one's self, for others and for all
children.

In order to form proper habits and attitudes, the following ruled for good conduct are expected
to be obeyed by every student:
1. Respect for all faculty members, other students and self.

2. Respect for all school property.

3. Courtesy and consideration for all members of the school community.

4. Silence places and times designated for silence.

5. No student is allowed anywhere in the school building without supervision.

8.
DISMISSAL:
Parents are responsible to pick up their children at dismissal time. In extraordinary
circumstances, if a parent or guardian is unable to pick up a student, arrangements must be
made with the Principal or Teacher in advance.

